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Why Good Intentions 
May Fail to Deliver

Kevin Robinson
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Everett (2015)

http://news.mit.edu/2015/ahaan-rungta-mit-opencourseware-mitx-1116


Rising tide or Closing gaps?



Hansen & Reich (2015) Democratizing Education? Examining access and usage patterns in massive open 
online courses

MOOCs: Access for all...
usage by some

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/350/6265/1245.full


Hansen & Reich (2015) Democratizing Education? Examining access and usage patterns in massive open 
online courses

MOOCs: Access for all...
completion by some

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/350/6265/1245.full


Reich, Murnane, and Willet (2012). The State of Wiki Usage in U.S. K-12 Schools: A Summary for Educators. 
Educational Researcher.

Wikis: Access for all...
collaboration for some

http://www.edtechresearcher.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/StateWhitePaper-2_2012.pdf


We need intentional
design to close these gaps



Funding

Staffing
Advising

Development
Deployment

Outreach
Training

Participation
Facilitation

Feedback 
Data Collection

Program 
Evaluation

At every stage of a project, how do 
we design for equity and justice?



Disciplining Play:
How Implicit Bias Shapes Interest-Driven Learning

Matt Rafalow

Google

(Findings based on research conducted at University of California-Irvine)





What happens when 
kids bring those digital 
interests to school?
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    Essential Threatening Irrelevant



Why?

Implicit bias.

But teachers’ workplaces can 
exacerbate these biases.



My questions:

How can we begin to address implicit 
biases without blaming individual 
teachers in the process? 

What is required to improve teachers’ 
workplace conditions such that there is a 
safe space to do this?



Approaches to equity in education: 
trade-offs and open questions.

Monica Bulger, PhD
March 28, 2017
@literacyonline



What does equity look like?

Equity for whom?

How is it measured?



Education is complex and messy.

What are potential trade-offs?



Example benefits and 
harms
-predictive analytics
-text message alerts
-interactive components to 
textbooks



Resources

See also: 
Larry Cuban 
(teaching & tech)
Richard E. Mayer
(multimedia learning)

A starting list of 
equity questions I 
ask: 
https://medium.com/
@literacyonline/


